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Abstract 
 
T-cell acute lymphoblastic leukemia (T-ALL) is an aggressive cancer arising from lymphoblasts of T-cell origin. While T-
ALL accounts for only 15% of childhood and 25% of adult ALL, 30% of patients relapse with a poor outcome. Targeted 
therapy of resistant and high-risk pediatric T-ALL is therefore urgently needed, together with precision medicine tools 
allowing the testing of efficacy in patient samples. Furthermore, leukemic cell heterogeneity requires drug response 
assessment at the single-cell level. Here we used single-cell mass cytometry to study signal transduction pathways such 
as JAK-STAT, PI3K-AKT-mTOR and MEK-ERK in 16 diagnostic and five relapsed T-ALL primary samples, and investigated 
the in vitro response of cells to Interleukin-7 (IL-7) and the inhibitor BEZ-235. T-ALL cells showed upregulated activity of 
the PI3K-AKT-mTOR and MEK-ERK pathways and increased expression of proliferation and translation markers. We found 
that perturbation induced by the ex vivo administration of either IL-7 or BEZ-235 reveals a high degree of exclusivity with 
respect to the phospho-protein responsiveness to these agents. Notably, these response signatures were maintained 
from diagnosis to relapse in individual patients. In conclusion, we demonstrated the power of mass cytometry single-cell 
profiling of signal transduction pathways in T-ALL. Taking advantage of this advanced approach, we were able to identify 
distinct clusters with different responsiveness to IL-7 and BEZ-235 that can persist at relapse. Collectively our 
observations can contribute to a better understanding of the complex signaling network governing T-ALL behavior and its 
correlation with influence on the response to therapy. 

Introduction 
The incidence of acute lymphoblastic leukemia (ALL) in 
children peaks between 2 and 5 years of age, and approxi-
mately 15% of cases are of T-cell origin and lead to T-cell 
ALL (T-ALL). The survival rates of pediatric T-ALL patients 
have improved in recent years, approaching a 5-year 
event-free survival of 70-80%.1 However, 25% of children 
with T-ALL relapse with a generally more aggressive dis-
ease with a very poor outcome. Thus, efforts in the inves-
tigation of disease biology that might contribute to the 

development of more effective and specific treatments 
are urgently needed.2,3 Glucocorticoids (GC) represent cen-
tral components of T-ALL therapy, and the early response 
to GC-based therapy is an important predictor of long-
term outcome.4 Accordingly, in Berlin-Frankfurt-Münster-
oriented trials for childhood ALL, patients are stratified 
based on prednisone (PDN) response following 7 days of 
PDN monotherapy, and PDN poor responders (PPR) have a 
significantly worse outcome than PDN good responders 
(PGR),5 indicating that intrinsic differences in GC sensitiv-
ity at diagnosis impact the outcome. However, despite the 
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consolidated use of GC in ALL clinical management, a 
comprehensive understanding of the mechanisms under-
lying GC sensitivity is still lacking.6–8 
The IL-7R-JAK-STAT5 signaling pathway plays a critical 
role in T-ALL, contributing to leukemogenesis in vivo9–11 or 
driving disease progression by regulating cell viability and 
proliferation.12–15  
Somatic gain-of-function mutations in the specific IL-7Ra 
(CD127) subunit can occur in roughly 10-12% of pediatric 
and adult T-ALL cases, leading to constitutive activation 
of the receptor.16,17 Mutations may also occur in down-
stream effectors of IL-7/IL-7R-mediated signaling, such as 
JAK-STAT, PI3K-AKT-mTOR and RAS-MEK-ERK pathways 
which are found in a large proportion (30–50%) of T-ALL 
cases.18–21 IL-7R pathway mutations are enriched in sub-
types of patients overexpressing HOXA and TLX17,18,22 or 
with early T-cell precursor ALL (ETP-ALL) phenotype.23,24 
However mutations in IL-7R, JAK1 and JAK3 were also 
shown to associate with genetic lesions in WT1, PRC2 or 
PHF6 epigenetic regulators.25 Furthermore, the IL-7R-JAK-
STAT5 pathway has been investigated for its role in GC re-
sistance in T-ALL. Li et al.19 performed whole genome and 
targeted exome sequencing in patients with T-ALL and 
found that mutations in the IL-7R signaling components 
JAK1 and KRAS correlated with steroid resistance and 
poor outcome in a subset of T-ALL whereas Meyer et al.26 
showed that IL-7 mediates an intrinsic and physiologic 
mechanism of GC resistance in normal thymocyte devel-
opment that is retained during leukemogenesis in a sub-
set of T-ALL. A large cohort of adult T-ALL cases studied 
by Kim and collaborators contained a subgroup of pa-
tients with IL-7R-pathway mutations with slow-response 
to remission induction regimen measured at day 8 and 
week 6.21 
PI3K-AKT-mTOR is a major signaling pathway implicated 
in T-ALL malignant transformation promoting several 
functions including cell survival and proliferation.27 The 
major negative regulator of this pathway is the tumor sup-
pressor lipid phosphatase and tensin homolog (PTEN), 
which is frequently inactivated in human cancer.28,29 PTEN 
non-sense or frame-shift mutations cluster in exon 7, re-
sulting in a C-terminal truncated protein leading to a de-
creased or absent PTEN expression and activity30 resulting 
in PI3K-AKT aberrant activation.  
Gene expression profiling of T-ALL cases revealed sub-
groups of T-ALL, each characterized by a specific tran-
scriptional profile and the ectopic expression of one 
particular transcription factor which could impact the dif-
ferentiation process of the cells. The most represented 
subgroup shows ectopic TAL1 expression, whereas other 
major subgroups show mutual exclusive expression of 
TLX1, TLX3, HOXA9/10, LMO2, or NKX2-1.31–33 Furthermore, 
the ETP-ALL is characterized by aberrant expression of 
LYL12; hematopoietic transcription factors such as RUNX1 

and ETV6 are frequently mutated in this genetically het-
erogeneous subgroup.24  
In addition to the ectopic expression of transcription factors, 
which can represent an initiating step in T-ALL development, 
further mutations are required for the full leukemic trans-
formation. These include mutations leading to dysregulation 
of the activity of PTEN, WT1, RAS, IL-7R and PHF6 affecting 
several signal transduction pathways implicated in the de-
velopment of T-ALL.20 
Relapsed disease represents one of the most challenging 
settings in the clinical management of T-ALL. Globally, re-
cent studies have indicated that relapsed blasts can evade 
therapy by utilizing a variety of biological pathways.34 Despite 
the need for targeting molecules to treat resistant and high-
risk pediatric T-ALL, in vitro drug testing may not be predic-
tive of in vivo efficacy due to the complexity of the signaling 
network and due to the cell heterogeneity within the indi-
vidual sample.35 Single-cell mass cytometry analysis repre-
sents a promising tool in the comprehension of signaling 
networks and their role in the response to drugs.36 Currently, 
mass cytometry allows the measurement of more than 40 
parameters per single cell, rendering this approach an ideal 
method to assay drug candidate mechanisms of action and 
selectivity to cancer cells.37 Although many efforts have been 
made to characterize the genomic landscape of relapsed T-
ALL, many aspects of leukemia resistance are still to be 
learned. Thus, the integration of genomic and epigenetic 
studies with new functional proteomic approaches at the 
single-cell level is essential to continue identifying potential 
drug targets or biomarkers. In this work, we aimed to evalu-
ate the functional profiles of T-ALL cells collected from 
children with T-ALL at diagnosis or at relapse and correlate 
them with their biological and clinical features, including 
early response to therapy, by mass cytometry. 

Methods 
Primary samples and diagnostic procedures 
This study was approved by the Institutional Review Board 
of San Gerardo Hospital (Monza, Italy), informed consent was 
obtained from all patients and their guardians in accordance 
with the Declaration of Helsinki. 
Bone marrow (BM) or peripheral blood (PB) mononuclear 
cells (MNC) were collected from 16 children with T-ALL en-
rolled in the AIEOP-ALL-2009 or R2006 protocols at the 
Pediatric Clinic of University Milano Bicocca at San Gerardo 
Hospital, stored and thawed as described previously.38 Im-
munophenotyping and evaluation of genetic aberrations 
were performed as described previously,38 and the T-ALL di-
agnosis was based on consensus criteria.39 We also col-
lected PBMNC from three healthy subjects. The 
immunological classification as well as the clinical and gen-
etic features are reported in Table 1. 
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In vitro prednisolone response assay 
In order to explore the functional involvement of individual 
or combined treatments on cell survival, we cultured 10 
primary T-ALL samples in technical duplicate for 48 hours 
in complete medium in the presence of IL-7 (50 ng/mL, 
Peprotech), Methylprednisolon (50 ug/mL, Urbason, Sa-
nofi), BEZ-235 (a dual PI3K/mTOR inhibitor, 800 nM) or 
without any treatment used as basal control. Cells were 
then stained with Annexin V/7-Aminoactinomycin D and 
absolute viable (and non-apoptotic) cell counts were per-
formed by adding CountBright Absolute Counting Beads 
(Invitrogen) and calculated upon bead-based correction 
factor according to manufacturer´s instructions. 

Mass cytometry 
Sample preparation 
An average of 0.5-1x106 cells per condition were starved 
in X-VIVO medium (37°C, 1 hour [h]), stimulated with IL-7 
(50 ng/mL, 15 minutes [min]) or inhibited with BEZ-235 
(800 nM, 30 min) at 37°C. Samples were fixed (MaxPar FIX-
I) and stored (10% glycerol in fetal bovine serum,  
-20°C, adapted from Watson et al.40). 

Sample staining 
Monoclonal antibody (moAb) characteristics are listed in  
the Online Supplementary Table S1. In-house antibody 
conjugations with palladium, indium and platinum iso-
topes were performed as described previously.41,42 Two 
sets of antibody cocktails (surface moAb, intracellular 
moAb) were prepared and handled as described pre-
viously.43 The samples were thawed, washed with MaxPar 
Cell Staining Buffer (CSB, 800 g, 5 min, room temperature 
[RT]), and barcoding moAb were added (15 min, RT). The 
cells were washed, pooled together and washed in CSB 
(800 g, 5 min, RT). In order to minimize technical variability 
between stimulated and unstimulated samples, differ-
ently treated samples from particular donors were bar-
coded, mixed and further processed in one tube. In order 
to control for the batch effect, each patient sample was 
acquired together with barcoded healthy donor PBMNC as 
an internal spike-in control. The samples were stained ac-
cording to the MaxPar Phosphoprotein Staining with Fresh 
Fix (Fluidigm) protocol as recommended by the manufac-
turer. 

Sample acquisition 
The instrument (Helios, Fluidigm, CyTOF 6.7.1014 software) 
was prepared for acquisition according to the manufac-
turer’s recommendation. 

Analysis 
Signal spillover between channels was corrected using 
the CATALYST R package as described previously.44 Com-
pensated fcs files were further processed using FlowJo 

(v10.5, FlowJo LLC) or Infinicyt v2.0 (Cytognos) software 
(Online Supplementary Figure S1). Heatmaps were created 
in MeV software45 by displaying arcsinh-transformed ab-
solute values of median intensities. The fold change was 
calculated by subtracting the arcsinh-transformed 
median of unstimulated samples from the arcsinh-trans-
formed median of stimulated samples. 

Vaevictis dimensionality reduction 
For visual projection of our data, we used the deep learn-
ing-based tool Vaevictis (https://github.com/ 
stuchly/vaevictis/), which combines ideas adapted from 
Szubert et al.46 and Ding et al.47 with biased sampling. 
Using this approach, Vaevictis can produce reusable para-
metric mapping into the lower dimensional space to vis-
ualize both local and global relationships in very large 
datasets. Vaevictis dimensional reduction was calculated 
from a set of 13 parameters (p-4E-BP1, p-STAT5, p-AKT, 
p-p38, p-S6, p-LCK, p-CREB-1, p-ERK1/2, p-RB, Ki-67, 
PTEN, MYC, and BCL-2). 

Molecular characterization of T-cell acute 
lymphoblastic leukemia samples 
The somatic mutation analysis was performed on primary 
genomic T-ALL DNA BM samples. PTEN mutation analysis 
was performed by polymerase chain reaction (PCR) se-
quencing of PTEN exon 7 and PCR products were directly 
sequenced in both directions using Applied Biosystems 
ABI PRISM-3130 Genetic Analyzer instrument (Life Tech-
nologies). Alignment was performed using the Basic Local 
Alignment Search Tool database (BLAST, 
www.blast.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov). IL-7R mutations/deletions 
were studied by Sanger sequencing of the PCR products 
of IL7R exon 6 (FW: TGCATGGCTACTGAATGCTC, RV: CCCA-
CACAATCACCCTCTTT). NOTCH1 mutation analysis was 
performed by PCR amplification and direct DNA sequenc-
ing of exons 26, 27, 28 and part of exon 34 on TAD and 
PEST domains.48 The sequences were BLAST aligned and 
manually checked for mutations identification. 

Statistical analysis 
Mann-Whitney U tests and Pearson correlation were per-
formed in GraphPad Prism 5. A P-value below 0.05 was 
considered statistically significant. 

Results 
T-cell acute lymphoblastic leukemia cells show 
constitutive activation of several signaling pathways 
relevant for proliferation, survival and translation 
activity 
We first evaluated the basal signaling profiles of prolifer-
ation and intracellular regulators in primary cells obtained 
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from the BM or PB of 16 pediatric T-ALL diagnostic speci-
mens, 14 of which were reported previously.38 The clinical 
and laboratory characteristics of the patients are de-
scribed in Table 1. Using cytometry by time of flight 
(CyTOF), we analyzed the samples with a panel of 30 
moAb, including eight CD45 barcodes, 15 surface markers 
and 15 intracellular regulators of various pathways and 
cellular processes, such as the PI3K-AKT-mTOR, JAK-STAT, 
MEK-ERK, MAPK pathways, and the activation of T-cell re-
ceptors, the cell cycle, transcription and apoptosis (Table 
2; Online Supplementary Table S1). Viable T-ALL cells were 
gated separately from residual non-malignant T cells (On-
line Supplementary Figure S1). T cells obtained from 
healthy donor PB (n=3) were used as controls. 
Compared to their healthy T-cell counterparts, T-ALL cells 
showed constitutive activation of several functional 
markers: phosphorylated forms of 4E-BP1, AKT and S6 
(PI3K-AKT-mTOR pathway members); Ki-67, a cell cycle 
progression marker; p-RB, a regulator of the G1 to S tran-
sition; p-ERK1/2 and p-p38, members of the mitogen-ac-
tivated kinase (MAPK) family; and CREB, a transcription 

factor regulating proliferation, differentiation and survival 
(Figure 1). 
In contrast, the expression of BCL-2 (regulating anti-apop-
totic activity) was significantly lower in T-ALL cells. Overall 
the phospho-signature and levels of intracellular regula-
tors was similar in healthy donors’ peripheral T cells and 
residual nonmalignant T cells (internal control) and dis-
tinct from T-ALL. 

Single-cell analysis of functional parameters reveals 
intra- and interindividual heterogeneity of T-cell acute 
lymphoblastic leukemia cells 
In order to visualize the internal heterogeneity of the sig-
naling network in T-ALL cells at the phospho-proteomic 
level, we applied deep learning-based Vaevictis dimen-
sionality reduction (Figure 2A). Signaling, proliferation and 
internal regulators (13 parameters) were considered for 
the projection calculation. In the presented cohort of 
pediatric T-ALL samples, we observed heterogeneity in 
the signaling regulators, however there was a dominant 
subset (>50%) within the T-ALL cell compartment in the 

Code SEX
AGE  

(years)
WBC/mm3 

at diagnosis
EGIL 
score

ETP immuno-
phenotype

PDN 
response

MRD 
at day 15*

PTEN
NUP214 
/ABL1

IL7R 
exon 6

NOTCH1 (exons 
26-27-28-34T-

P)**

TALL-1 M 14 88,900 T-IV no PGR nd wt wt nd nd

TALL-2 M 14 169,570 TI/II no PPR 30.0% mut wt wt wt

TALL-3 F 9 136,720 T-III no PGR nd mut wt wt mut

TALL-4 M 6 60,050 T-III no PGR nd wt wt wt mut

TALL-5 F 12 400,000 T-III no PGR 2.0% mut wt wt wt

TALL-6 F 13 1026,000 T-IV no PPR 70.0% mut wt wt wt

TALL-8 F 5 362,600 T-III no PGR 1.15% wt wt wt mut

TALL-9 M 6 14,420 T-III no PGR 0.01% wt wt wt mut

TALL-10 M 14 168,090 T-IV no PPR 24.0% mut wt wt wt

TALL-11 M 17 15,800 T-III no PGR 0.14% wt wt wt mut

TALL-12 M 11 159,580 TI/II no PPR 23.0% wt mut wt wt

TALL-13 M 8 14,630 T-III no PGR 0.14% wt wt wt mut

TALL-14 M 3 369,810 T-III no PPR 61.0% mut wt wt wt

TALL-15 M 11 9,390 TI/II no PGR 1.30% wt mut wt mut

TALL-16 F 17 1,700 TI/II yes PPR 90.0% wt wt wt wt

TALL-17 M 8 176,000 T-III no PPR 0.99% wt wt wt wt

Table 1. Clinical and biological characteristics of studied T-cell acute lymphoblastic leukemia patients

TALL: T-cell acute lymphoblastic leukemia; PDN: prednisone; PGR: prednisone good responder; PPR: prednisone poor responder; IR: inter-
mediate risk; HR: high risk; SR: standard risk; wt: wild-type; mut: mutated; ETP: early T-cell phenotype according to Coustan-Smith et al.61 
*According to the criteria by Basso et al.62 the % of flow cytometry minimal residual disease (MRD) in the bone marrow of day 15 identifies 
3 patient’s risk groups: standard risk (SR, 0.1% blasts), intermediate risk (IR, 0.1 to 10%), and high risk (HR, ≥10); nd: not determined. **Details 
on the specific exons associated to mutation are reported in the Online Supplementary Table S3.
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Target Metal Clone Function
Detection prior or after 

metOH permeabilization
Vendor Catalogue number 

CD45 89Y HI30 barcoding prior Fluidigm 3089003B

CD45 104Pd Hi30 barcoding prior H.Mei NA

CD45 106Pd Hi30 barcoding prior H.Mei NA

CD45 108Pd Hi30 barcoding prior H.Mei NA

CD45 110Pd Hi30 barcoding prior H.Mei NA

HLA-I 113In W6/32 immunophenotype prior Exbio 11-422-C100

CD45 115In MEM-28 barcoding prior Exbio 11-222-M001

CD19 142Nd HIB19 immunophenotype prior Fluidigm 3142001B

CD5 143Nd UCHT2 immunophenotype prior Fluidigm 3143007B

CD4 145Nd MEM-241 immunophenotype prior Exbio 11-359-C100

CD8a 146Nd RPA-T8 immunophenotype prior Fluidigm 3146001B

CD7 147Sm CD7-6B7 immunophenotype prior Fluidigm 3147006B

CD34 148Nd 581 immunophenotype prior Fluidigm 3148001B

p-4E-BP1 [T37/T46] 149Sm 236B4 phospho-protein after Fluidigm 3149005A

p-Stat5 [Y694] 150Nd 47 phospho-protein after Fluidigm 3150005A

CD2 151Eu TS1/8 immunophenotype prior Fluidigm 3151003B

p-Akt [S473] 152Sm D9E phospho-protein after Fluidigm 3152005A

BCL-2 153Eu Bcl-2/100 apoptosis after Exbio 11-668-C100

CD56 155Gd B159 immunophenotype prior Fluidigm 3155008B

p-p38 [T180/Y182] 156Gd D3F9 phospho-protein after Fluidigm 3156002A

TSLP-R 158Gd 1B4 immunophenotype prior Fluidigm 3158026B

p-S6 [S240/244] 159Tb D68F8 phospho-protein after CST 5364

CD38 160Gd HIT2 immunophenotype prior Exbio 11-366-C100

CD3 161Dy UCHT1 immunophenotype prior Exbio 11-514-C100

p-Lck [T505] 162Dy 4/LCK-Y505 phospho-protein after Fluidigm 3162004A

Tdt 164Dy E17-1519 immunophenotype after Fluidigm 3164015B

p-CREB [S133] 165Ho 87G3 phospho-protein after Fluidigm 3165009A

p-Rb [S807/811] 166Er J112-906 proliferation after Fluidigm 3166011A

Ki-67 168Er B56 proliferation after Fluidigm 3168007B

CD33 169Tm WM53 immunophenotype prior Fluidigm 3169010B

Cl.Caspase3 (D175) 170Er poly apoptosis after CST 9661

p-Erk1/2 [T202/Y204] 171Yb D13.14.4E phospho-protein after Fluidigm 3171010A

PTEN 172Yb A2B1 tumor supressor after BD 559600

HLA-DR 174Yb L243 immunophenotype prior Fluidigm 3174001B

c-Myc 176Yb 9E10 transcription factor after Fluidigm 3176012B

DNA 191Ir/193Ir DNA intercalator after Fluidigm 201192B/201192A

CD45 194Pt MEM-28 barcoding prior Exbio 11-222-M001

HLA-I 198Pt W6/32 barcoding prior Bxcell BE0079

CST: cell signaling technology; BD: BD Biosciences; metOH: methanol.

Table 2. Cytometry by time of flight (CyTOF) panel
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majority of T-ALL patient specimens (Figure 2A; Online 
Supplementary Figure S2). In addition to the dominant 
subset, minor subsets of T-ALL cells were identified with 
a continuous transition between individual subsets. No-
tably, in some patients (e.g., TALL-10), a subset of T-ALL 
cells is clearly separated from the major subset, suggest-
ing an intrinsic heterogeneity of T-ALL cells. 
We then compared interindividual differences in T-ALL pa-
tients’ signaling, proliferation and intracellular regulators. 
We observed a similar pattern in six PTEN exon 7 mutated 
(PTENmut) T-ALL patients (Figure 2A). Interestingly, on 
overlaid Vaevictis projections (Figure 2B), PTENmut pa-
tients are located in the same compartment of the map, 
forming a cluster. T-ALL samples with NUP214/ABL1 gene 
fusion are located within the same compartment but do 
not separate from PTEN wild-type (PTENwt) cells. As ex-
pected, PTENmut cells showed the absence of PTEN pro-
tein and a significantly higher MYC expression than 
PTENwt cells (Figure 2C). PTENwt cells showed only par-
tial expression of MYC, documenting the maintenance of 
PTEN-MYC axis regulation. We also observed decreased 
levels of Ki-67 and p-p38 MAP kinase in PTENmut T-ALL 

patients. Finally, T-ALL patients with the NUP214/ABL1 
gene fusion showed constitutive activation of the JAK-
STAT pathway, documented as p-STAT5, compared to T-
ALL patients without this gene fusion (Figure 2C). The 
impact of both PTEN and MYC expression on the pattern 
of signaling, proliferation and intracellular regulators is 
shown on the Vaevictis map (Online Supplementary Fig-
ures S3 and S4). 
Further, we analyzed the correlation of MYC expression 
with NOTCH1 status in 15 of the 16 studied patients. The 
distribution of MYC expression among NOTCH1wt cases 
was variable with two clear clusters, one low (3 cases) 
and one high (5 cases) as illustrated in Figure 2D. Of the 
seven NOTCH1mut cases, six were MYC low and one was 
very high. We then analyzed the correlation between 
NOTCH1 and PTEN status. Six cases were 
PTENwt/NOTCH1mut, one case was PTENmut/NOTCH1mut, 
five cases PTENmut/NOTCH1wt and three cases 
PTENwt/NOTCH1wt (Table 1). As shown in Figure 2D, the 
level of MYC was low in all PTENwt cases regardless of 
NOTCH1 status (3 cases NOTCH1wt and 6 cases 
NOTCH1mut), whereas all PTENmut cases displayed high 

Figure 1. Basal signaling profile of T-cell acute lymphoblastic leukemia and non-malignant T cells. T-cell acute lymphoblastic 
leukemia (T-ALL) cells show constitutive activation of various signaling pathways as well as proliferation markers as compared 
to either residual non-malignant T cells or T cells isolated from healthy donor’s (HD) peripheral blood (PB). Median intensity 
evaluated by mass cytometry of p-4E-BP, p-AKT, p-S6, p-ERK1/2 (top panels); p-RB, Ki-67, p-p38, p-CREB (middle panels); PTEN, 
p-STAT5, p-LCK, MYC and BCL-2 (bottom panels) in gated T-ALL cells obtained from bone marrow (BM) or PB of T-ALL patients 
(n=16), residual T cells from T-ALL patients (n=13) and T cells obtained from HD PB (n=3) are shown. T-ALL cells, residual T cells 
and HD T cells are depicted as circles, squares and triangles, respectively. *P<0.05, **P<0.01, ***P<0.001, ****P<0.0001.
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MYC (5 cases NOTCH1wt and 1 case NOTCH1mut). 
In order to further investigate the intrinsic heterogeneity 
observed in the Vaevictis projections, we analyzed the 
TALL-10 sample with the most pronounced separated 
subsets, and we identified mosaic expression of both 
PTEN and MYC proteins. On the contrary homogeneous 
expression of these two proteins was observed in repre-
sentative PTENwt (TALL-11) or PTENmut (TALL-14) patients 
(Figure 2E and F), indicating that PTEN-MYC regulation can 
be maintained even at a subclonal level in T-ALL. On the 
other hand, no differences in the phosphorylation of p38 

or the expression of Ki-67 were observed in the two sub-
clones of TALL-10 patient. 
Finally, in order to confirm the reliability of the approach, 
we evaluated interindividual variability in the signaling pro-
files of both proliferation and intracellular regulators in re-
sidual T cells (Online Supplementary Figure S4) and 
compared it to that of T-ALL cells. Residual T cells showed 
very low interpatient variability, while T-ALL cells showed 
a high degree of intersample heterogeneity, indicating that 
the activation signatures in T-ALL blasts were disease-spe-
cific and not caused by sample handling or processing. 

Figure 2. Continued on following page.
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Figure 2. Single-cell and bulk analysis of functional parameters reveals intra- and interindividual heterogeneity of T-cell acute 
lymphoblastic leukemia cells.T-cell acute lymphoblastic leukemia (T-ALL) cells from pediatric patients with different genetic 
features are depicted: PTEN exon 7 mutated (PTENmut) T-ALL (n=6, orange label), T-ALL harboring NUP214/ABL1 gene fusion (n=2, 
red label) and T-ALL wild-type (wt) for both PTEN mutation and NUP214/ABL1 gene fusion (n=8, green label). (A) Deep learning-
based Vaevictis dimensionality reduction (dim red) was applied on T-ALL cells obtained from 16 pediatric T-ALL patients at di-
agnosis. Signaling, proliferation and internal regulators (PTEN, MYC, BCL-2, p-4E-BP1, p-STAT5, p-AKT, p-p38, p-S6, p-LCK, p-CREB, 
p-RB, Ki-67, p-ERK1/2) were considered for the projection calculation. (B) Overlaid Vaevictis projection based on signaling, pro-
liferation and internal regulators of T-ALL cells obtained from T-ALL patients (n=16) at diagnosis. Circles represent medians of 
particular T-ALL specimens. (C) Median intensity of deregulated proteins in PTENmut T-ALL samples (n=6, squares) as compared 
to PTENwt samples (n=10, circles) are shown. T-ALL samples carrying NUP214/ABL1 gene fusion (n=2) are depicted as red circles. 
(D) Median intensity of MYC protein in NOTCH1wt  (left) and NOTCH1 mutated (NOTCH1mut) (right) patients. (E) The expression of 
the most deregulated proteins in PTENmut samples are shown. In the Vaevictis projection of T-ALL phospho-signature a compact 
sub-clone in TALL-10 specimen was identified (green gate). For comparison, 1 representative PTENmut (TALL-14, yellow label) 
and one representative PTENwt (TALL-11, green label) T-ALL sample are shown. Heat of each map corresponds with expression 
of indicated marker. Note the scale max differ for each marker and each sample. Mosaic expression of both, PTEN and MYC pro-
teins were observed, while no differences in phosphorylation of p38 and expression of Ki-67 are present in the two sub-clones 
of TALL-10 patient. (F) Contour plots showing expression of PTEN, MYC, p-p38 and Ki-67 in TALL-10 in comparison with TALL-11 
and TALL-14 samples are shown.
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In vitro response to IL-7 correlates with higher 
proliferation and predicts good response to prednisone 
induction 
The IL-7/IL-7R signaling axis activates three main path-
ways in T cells, the JAK-STAT, PI3K-AKT-mTOR and MEK-
ERK pathways, ultimately promoting leukemia cell viability, 
cell cycle progression and growth. The contribution of 
each of these pathways to a particular functional outcome 
is still not completely known and appears to differ be-
tween normal and malignant states.20 For these reasons, 
we investigated the impact of IL-7/IL-7R signaling on the 
modulation of the before mentioned functional nodes 
upon IL-7 stimulation. 
For this purpose, we analyzed IL-7-induced ex vivo per-
turbation of nine phospho-epitopes in T-ALL cells, resid-
ual T cells and T cells obtained from healthy donor´s PB 
(Figure 3A). We resolved two response types: (i) IL-7-re-
sponsive T-ALL samples (n=6) and (ii) IL-7-non-responsive 
T-ALL samples (n=10), distinguished by their difference in 
p-STAT5 activation. P-STAT5 increased by 2.5-fold in IL-7 
responders, while it remained unchanged in IL-7 non-re-
sponders. The fold increase in p-STAT5 was caused solely 
by IL-7 induction (Figure 3B), since the basal levels were 
comparable in both groups (Online Supplementary Figure 
S5). In contrast, in normal T cells, we observed a homo-
geneous pattern of the p-STAT5 response in 14 of 15 

samples (Figure 3A; Online Supplementary Figure S6). 
However, apart from p-STAT5, no other tested nodes were 
differentially expressed between the two subgroups (On-
line Supplementary Figure S7). We next investigated the 
correlation between IL-7-induced STAT5 phosphorylation 
and the expression of the IL-7R in T-ALL cells (n=15) and 
residual T cells (n=9). The fold change in p-STAT5 upon IL-
7 stimulation quantitatively correlated with the percen-
tage of CD127 (Figure 3C) but not with CD132 (common g 
chain, a subunit of the IL-7 receptor, Online Supplementary 
Figure S8) expression. However, the IL-7 non-responsive-
ness of T-ALL blasts cannot be explained solely by the 
lower expression of CD127 or CD132. For example, cases 
TALL-15 and TALL-9 expressed CD127 at 60% and >90% 
respectively but responded poorly to IL-7. TALL-15 was 
harboring NUP214/ABL1 gene fusion with basal p-STAT5 al-
ready at the maximal level, which can explain its non-re-
sponsiveness. By contrast TALL-9 (PTENwt, IL-7Rwt and 
NUP214/ABL1wt) displayed low responsiveness despite its 
low basal p-STAT5. Yet, STAT-5 was phosphorylated after 
pervanadate treatment showing that the method worked 
and also that STAT-5 could potentially be phosphorylated 
in these cells. Thus the lack of responsiveness to IL-7 in 
this specific case remains unclear. 
In order to further investigate the characteristics of IL-7 
non-responsive T-ALL samples, we compared the profiles 

Figure 3. Continued on following page.
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of all intracellular regulators in unstimulated T-ALL 
samples and we identified higher levels of p-RB and Ki-
67, both markers of cell cycle progression, in IL-7 re-
sponders compared to IL-7 non-responders (Figure 3D; 
Online Supplementary Figure S9). Interestingly, while both 
subgroups had comparable white blood cell counts at di-
agnosis, IL-7 responder T-ALL patients had significantly 
lower absolute blast cell counts at day 8 of treatment 
(Figure 3E), the predictor of prognosis in pediatric T-ALL,5 

indicating that ex vivo IL-7 responsiveness might reflect 
the sensitivity to prednisone therapy in vivo. In order to 
experimentally test the sensitivity to prednisolone, we 
treated either IL-7 responder (TALL-1, -3, -4, -11, -13) or IL-
7 non-responder (TALL-10, -12, -14, -16, -17) samples ex 
vivo with IL-7 and prednisolone. Cells from IL-7 responder 
cases significantly increased their counts upon IL-7 ad-

ministration, while the cells from IL-7 non-responders did 
not (Online Supplementary Figure S10A). Next, we tested 
the ex vivo response to prednisolone in the absence or 
presence of IL-7. Prednisolone alone induced a significant 
reduction of viable cells in the culture of IL-7 responder 
cases but only an insignificant decrease in IL-7 non-re-
sponder cultures (Online Supplementary Figure S10B and 
C). However, in the presence of IL-7 the effect of predni-
solone in responders was mitigated to the level observed 
at basal condition (Online Supplementary Figure S10B). 

The PI3K pathway can be inhibited in vitro by BEZ-235 in 
11 of 16 T-cell acute lymphoblastic leukemia samples 
As reported previously,49 the level of basal phosphoryla-
tion of the PI3K pathway members p-4E-BP1, p-AKT and 
p-S6 was high in T-ALL (Figure 1). Therefore, we tested the 

Figure 3. Response to IL-7 of T-cell acute lymphoblastic leukemia cells and non-malignant T cells. (A) Heatmap represents fold 
change in protein phosphorylation in ex vivo IL-7 stimulated cells as compared to their unstimulated state in T-cell acute lym-
phoblastic leukemia (T-ALL) cells (left) and residual T cells (right) obtained from T-ALL patients and healthy donors (in columns) 
at diagnosis. Heat in the squares represents the fold change in phosphorylation of proteins listed in rows. Hierarchical clustering 
with Euclidean distance metrics and an average linkage dissects two clusters of T-ALL and residual T cells: IL-7 responder and 
IL-7 non-responder. Values of 0 were replaced with 0.0001. (B) Median intensity of p-STAT5 in untreated and ex vivo IL-7 stimulated 
specimens from IL-7 responder T-ALL (circles, n=6) and IL-7 non-responder T-ALL (squares, 10) is shown. Median intensity of p-
STAT5 increased after ex vivo IL-7 stimulation in IL-7 responder T-ALL but not in IL-7 non-responder.(C) Correlation between per-
centage of surface CD127 (IL-7RA) expression evaluated by flow cytometry and fold change of p-STAT5 after ex vivo IL-7 stimulation 
in T-ALL samples obtained from diagnostic T-ALL specimens. No difference in percentage of CD127 or CD132 (common g chain, 
subunit of IL-7R) surface expression was found between IL-7 responder and IL-7 non-responder T-ALL. (D) Median intensity of 
RB phosphorylation (left) and Ki-67 expression (right) in unstimulated specimens from IL-7 responder T-ALL (circles, n=6) and 
IL-7 non-responder T-ALL (squares, n=10) are shown. (E) White blood cell count (WBC) at diagnosis of T-ALL (d0, left), count of 
T-ALL cells in mm3 at day 8 (d8) and percentage of T-ALL cells in bone marrow at day 15 (d15) of T-ALL patients expressed as 
minimal residual disease (MRD) in IL-7 responder (circles, n=6) and IL-7 non-responder (squares, n=10) T-ALL samples are shown. 
Horizontal dashed line dissects prednisone (PDN) good responders (under the cut-off) and PDN poor responders (above the cut-
off).
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inhibitory potential of the dual PI3K/mTOR inhibitor BEZ-
235. Since no basal activation of the PI3K pathway was 
observed in the residual T cells or T cells obtained from 
PB of healthy donors, we did not include any of those in 
the analysis. Regarding the extent of BEZ-235-induced de-
crease in levels of p-4E-BP1, p-AKT and p-S6 (Figure 4A), 
we dissected two clusters of T-ALL patients: (i) ex vivo 
BEZ-235 responder T-ALL samples (n=11), which showed 

a decreased level of p-4E-BP1 and (ii) ex vivo BEZ-235 
non-responder T-ALL samples (n=5), which showed no to 
mild change in the level of PI3K pathway members´ phos-
phorylation. When we compared the basal phosphoryla-
tion of p-4E-BP1, p-AKT and p-S6 in the two clusters of 
T-ALL, we did not find any difference (Figure 4B). However, 
we observed significant inactivation of 4E-BP1 and AKT 
only in the BEZ-235 responder T-ALL samples. Then, to 

Figure 4. Response of T-cell acute lymphoblastic leukemia cells to BEZ-235 inhibition. (A) Heatmap represents fold change in 
protein phosphorylation of PI3K pathway members in ex vivo BEZ-235 stimulated cells compared to their unstimulated state in 
T-cell acute lymphoblastic leukemia (T-ALL) patients samples (in columns) obtained at diagnosis. Only gated T-ALL cells were 
considered in the analysis. Squares represent the fold change in phosphorylation of proteins listed in rows. Hierarchical clustering 
with Euclidean distance metrics and an average linkage dissects two clusters of T-ALL: BEZ-235 responder and BEZ-235 non-
responder. (B) Median intensity of p-4E-BP1, p-AKT and p-S6 in untreated and ex vivo BEZ-235 treated specimens from BEZ-235 
responder T-ALL (circles, n=11) and BEZ-235 non-responder T-ALL (squares, n=5) samples are shown. Median intensity of p-4E-
BP1 and p-AKT decreased after ex vivo BEZ-235 treatment in BEZ-235 responder T-ALL but not in BEZ-235 non-responder. (C) 
Median intensity of phosphorylated LCK in BEZ-235 responder T-ALL (circles, n=11) and BEZ-235 non-responder T-ALL (squares, 
n=5) is shown.
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further investigate the features associated with non-re-
sponsiveness to BEZ-235, we compared the profiles of all 
the analyzed intracellular regulators (Online Supplemen-
tary Figure S11). Only the inhibitory carboxy-terminal Tyr of Lck 
was hyperphosphorylated in BEZ-235 non-responder T-
ALL patients under the basal conditions (Figure 4C). Next, 
we wanted to investigate whether the BEZ-235 response 
correlates with GC responsiveness and if the addition of 
BEZ-235 can increase cells’ sensitivity to prednisolone. We 
treated cells with BEZ-235 in the presence or absence of 
prednisolone. The decrease in viability induced by BEZ-
235 alone in four samples from the group considered BEZ-
235 responders (TALL-10, -14, -16, -17) was not significant. 
Furthermore, prednisolone + BEZ-235 combined treat-
ment did not increase cells’ sensitivity to GC (Online Sup-
plementary Figure S12A). Similar results were obtained 
when the four samples from the group of BEZ-235 non-
responders (TALL-1, 3, 4, 11) were tested, as shown in the 
Online Supplementary Figure S12B. 

JAK-STAT pathway activation and PI3K-AKT pathway 
inhibition are mutually exclusive features of T-cell acute 
lymphoblastic leukemia 
Interestingly, we observed a high degree of mutual exclu-

sivity in IL-7 and BEZ-235 responsiveness among the T-
ALL samples: four of 16 samples (TALL-1, -3, -4, -11) were 
IL-7 responders but not BEZ-235 responders; in contrast, 
9 of 16 samples (TALL-6, -8, -9, -10, -12, -14, -15, -16, -17) 
were BEZ-235 responders but IL-7 nonresponders. Two 
samples (TALL-5 and TALL-13) responded to both ex vivo 
treatments, and only one sample (TALL-2) was not re-
sponsive to any ex vivo treatment (Figure 5A; Online Sup-
plementary Table S2), Furthermore, when we analyzed the 
composition of the IL-7- or BEZ-235 based clusters with 
regards to the in vivo response to GC (Figure 5B), we no-
ticed that all the IL-7 responder samples were from PGR 
patients (Online Supplementary Table S2), while samples 
of BEZ-235 responders were enriched in PPR samples (6 
of 9, 66.6%), suggesting a correlation between JAK-STAT 
or PI3K-AKT activation and the early response to treat-
ment in vivo. 

Phospho-signatures and the dominance of the JAK-
STAT or PI3K-AKT pathway are maintained at relapse 
Since phosphokinases are dynamic regulators of signaling 
networks, we investigated whether the phospho-signature 
present at diagnosis was maintained at relapse. Using the 
CyTOF panel, we analyzed five pairs of diagnostic and re-

Figure 5. Dominance of JAK-STAT or PI3K-AKT path-
way in pediatric T-cell acute lymphoblastic leukemia. 
T-cell acute lymphoblastic leukemia (T-ALL) patient 
samples were defined as IL-7 and/or BEZ-235 re-
sponders based on phosphorylation/dephosphoryla-
tion of particular targets as described in Figure 3 and 
Figure 4. TALL-2 did not respond to any of those 2 ex 
vivo treatment, TALL-5 and TALL-13 were defined as 
dual responders to IL-7 and BEZ-235 ex vivo treatment. 
TALL-1, TALL-3, TALL-4 and TALL-11 are IL-7 responders 
(and BEZ-235 non-responders). TALL-6, TALL-8, TALL-
9, TALL-10, TALL-12, TALL-14, TALL-15, TALL-16 and 
TALL-17 are BEZ-235 responders (and IL-7 non-re-
sponders). Thirteen of 16 of T-ALL patients’ samples 
show mutual exclusivity of response. (B) Count of T-
ALL cells/mm3 at day 8 (d8) in IL-7 responder (red 
circles, n=4), dual responder to IL-7 and BEZ-235 
(purple hexagons, n=2), BEZ-235 responder (blue 
squares, n=9) and non-responder (grey cross, n=1) T-
ALL samples are shown. Horizontal dashed line dis-
sects prednisone (PDN) good responders (under the 
cut-off) and PDN poor responders (above the cut-off).
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lapsed T-ALL patient samples (TALL-1, -2, -15, -16, -17). In 
order to visualize phospho-signatures, Vaevictis dimen-
sionality reduction was applied (Figure 6A). Signaling, pro-
liferation and internal regulators (13 parameters) were 
considered for the projection calculation. First, we applied 
a gating strategy to identify the dominant and secondary 
clones of T-ALL cells in the diagnostic samples. Next, we 
applied an identical gating strategy on the relapse 
samples and compared the expression patterns of our 
markers in all paired samples (Online Supplementary Fig-
ure S13). In TALL-1, TALL-15 and TALL-16, the major diag-
nostic clone (accounting for 72.1%, 58.9% and 79.3% of 
cells, respectively) was the subset characterized by highly 
phosphorylated RB and 4E-BP1, indicating active PI3K-AKT 
pathway and cell cycle progression. At relapse, the major 
diagnostic clone was still present in TALL-1 and TALL-15, 
although in a reduced proportion (24.2% and 8.93%, re-
spectively); the major clones represented at relapse 
(62.3% and 67%, respectively) retained intermediate levels 
of p-RB and p-4E-BP1. In TALL-16, the dominant diag-
nostic clone (79.3%) was virtually absent at relapse 
(0.13%), showing a concomitant dramatic increase (84.2%) 
in the clone with intermediate levels of p-RB and p-4E-
BP1. In TALL-2 and TALL-17, the dominant clusters at di-
agnosis (70.6% and 60.8%, respectively), with intermediate 
levels of p-RB and p-4E-BP1, remained prevalent at re-
lapse (53.5% and 82%). In summary, we observed that in 
four of five paired T-ALL samples (TALL-1, -2, -15, -17), the 
pattern of phospho-signatures was maintained at relapse, 
with a redistribution of cells from clones with highly 
phosphorylated RB and 4E-BP1 towards clones with lower 
p-RB. In one sample (TALL-16), the dominant cluster (with 
the highest activation level) disappeared at relapse. 
We next sought to assess whether these findings cor-
responded with the dominance of the JAK-STAT or PI3K-
AKT pathway. We performed the same ex vivo treatments 
applied to diagnostic samples to their relapsed counter-
parts. We observed that with regards to the fold change 
in phosphoproteins (n=9) after ex vivo IL-7 stimulation, all 
relapsed samples were allocated to the same cluster as 
their diagnostic counterparts, specifically (i) ex vivo IL-7 
responder T-ALL samples containing paired samples from 
TALL-1 and (ii) ex vivo IL-7 non-responders T-ALL samples 
containing paired samples from patients with TALL-2, 
TALL-15, TALL-16 and TALL-17 (Figure 6B). Similarly, we 
analyzed the BEZ-235 induced PI3K-AKT response (p-4E-
BP1, p-AKT and p-S6) in the 5 paired T-ALL samples (Fig-
ure 6C); four of 5  relapsed samples were allocated to the 
same cluster as the diagnostic paired specimens, specifi-
cally: (i) ex vivo BEZ-235 responders TALL-15 and TALL-17; 
(ii) ex vivo BEZ-235 non-responders TALL-1 and TALL-2. An 
exception was TALL-16 in which the relapse sample 
shifted to the BEZ-235 non-responder cluster, while its 
diagnostic counterpart was originally located in the BEZ-

235 responder cluster. Notably, TALL-16 was the only 
sample that lost the dominant diagnostic clone (with a 
highly active PI3K-AKT pathway) at relapse (Figure 6A). 

Discussion 
In the present study we provide original evidence showing 
that T-ALL blasts exhibit intrapatient heterogeneity of 
phospho-signaling regulators that are activated at differ-
ent levels within interconnected cell subsets and that this 
regulatory activity is generally maintained at relapse. Our 
study accidentally identified one patient with a subclonal 
PTEN mutation that demonstrated unique heterogeneity 
of intracellular regulators documenting that single-cell 
analysis by mass cytometry can tackle this type of com-
plex patterns. Furthermore, we observed that perturbation 
induced by the ex vivo administration of either IL-7 or BEZ-
235 reveals a high degree of mutual exclusivity with re-
spect to the responsiveness to these agents at 
phospho-protein level. One limitation of the present study 
is the low number of patients. Also, we have selected the 
primary samples based on the availability of frozen vials 
in the cell bank, the number of cells/vial and the cell vi-
ability at the time of thawing. This resulted in a final se-
lection which does not fully reflect the classical T-ALL 
case distribution. In particular, our series does not contain 
IL-7R mutated cases and is slightly enriched in PTEN mu-
tated patients (37.5%) compared to the reported incidence 
of this subgroup in other reports such as those by Pa-
lomero et al.50 and by Zuurbier et al.30 who documented 
the incidence ranging from 16% to 17% of T-ALL. In addi-
tion to the bias in genetic mutations distribution, our 
series is slightly enriched in PPR patients, being 43.7% 
compared to 34% in historical prospective series of child-
hood T-ALL reported by Schrappe et al.51 
Mass cytometry allowed us to apply a broad panel of 
moAb, demonstrating for the first time the feasibility and 
power of this technology in the detailed characterization 
of signaling networks in T-ALL samples. Mass cytometry 
phospho-profiling was pioneered by Bodenmiller,36 who 
also used cellular barcoding to study the signaling dy-
namics and cell-to-cell communication in human blood 
cells. Here, we confirm and extend our previous observa-
tions by phospho-flow cytometry of hyperactivated status 
of T-ALL.38 We demonstrate the potential value of this 
technology as a tool for the identification of the dominant 
features of the response to IL-7 activation or BEZ-235 in-
hibition (here, p-STAT5 and p-4E-BP1). Importantly, bar-
coding of samples and gating of residual T cells allowed 
for multiple levels of internal controls, assuring technical 
accuracy and proper context for interpretation. The run-
ning cost of mass cytometry technology with barcoding is 
comparable to conventional cytometry, while it provides 
the advantage of a high number of parameters, notably 
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phosphoproteins, that can be reliably measured. Our 
workflow overcomes some limitations of mass cytometry 
(high equipment cost and demanding reagent stock pro-
duction) by shipping fixed samples after in vitro treatment 
to a collaborator. 
The Vaevictis projection shows recurrent patterns in pa-
tients with particular mutations. Notably, PTENmut cells 
displayed high MYC expression. MYC is a master transcrip-
tion factor regulating several critical cell functions, such 
as metabolism, proliferation and survival,52 and it func-
tions as a potent oncogene in a large number of cancers.53 
In line with our findings, Bonnet et al.54 showed that 
modulation of MYC protein was maintained through 
downregulation of PTEN via the PI3K-AKT axis in T-ALL. 
This explains the significant inverse correlation between 
MYC and PTEN expression. Furthermore we analyzed the 
correlation between NOTCH1, PTEN status and MYC levels. 
We observed that MYC was low in all PTENwt cases re-
gardless of NOTCH1 status, while all the PTENmut cases 
displayed high MYC in line with Bonnet et al.54 These 
authors showed that high MYC expression levels can be 
observed in the absence of (known) NOTCH1 and/or 
FBXW7 mutations and that modulation of MYC protein can 
be observed in the presence of downregulation of PTEN 
as a major alternative pathway of MYC activation in T-ALL 
independently from NOTCH1 mutations.  
GC resistance remains a major challenge in the treatment 
of pediatric ALL, and although several mechanisms have 
been suggested,6,55,56 our understanding of the molecular 
basis remains incomplete. 
We found that all IL-7 responding samples were from pa-
tients with a good response to GC in vivo whereas all BEZ-
235 responding (but IL-7 non-responsive) samples were 
from patients with poor response to GC in vivo. However, 
due to the limited number of patients studied we cannot 

state that IL-7R pathway activation in vitro reflects the 
sensitivity to PDN therapy in vivo. Nevertheless, our pre-
liminary observations are also supported by GC cytotox-
icity experiments that assessed  ex vivo prednisolone 
response in T-ALL primary cells in the absence or pres-
ence of IL-7.  
Firstly, we observed that in samples that responded to IL-
7 stimulation by increased phosphorylation of STAT5 the 
number of viable cells significantly increased upon ex vivo 
administration of IL-7. In contrast, the IL-7 non-responsive 
samples did not show any significant increase. We then 
exposed both kinds of samples to prednisolone in the ab-
sence or presence of IL-7. In the absence of IL-7, we ob-
served a significant reduction in the number of viable 
cells, whereas when combined, IL-7 and prednisolone mu-
tually canceled out their effects. Similar investigations 
were carried out by Delgado-Martin et al.57 who assessed 
p-STAT5 responsiveness to IL-7 with regards to GC sen-
sitivity, and he found that the responder subsets dis-
played resistance to GC-induced death while the IL-7 
non-responder subset was mostly GC sensitive. However 
these authors did not formally assess the pro-survival ef-
fect of IL-7 alone, but only as a protective factor from 
chemotherapy-induced death.  
In our series of primary T-ALL samples, the IL-7 response 
was assessed as both p-STAT5 response and the pro-sur-
vival response. These characteristics correlated with good 
GC response in vivo. Notably, the IL-7 responder cells in 
our series displayed a significantly higher expression of 
both Ki-67 and p-RB indicating a higher proliferative func-
tional state as compared to IL-7 non-responder blasts. 
This is consistent with a more effective action of GC and 
other cytotoxic drugs on highly proliferating cells.58,59  
Furthermore, we assessed whether the observed fold 
change in phospho-proteins after BEZ-235 treatment cor-

Figure 6. Single-cell and bulk analysis in T-cell acute lymphoblastic leukemia (T-ALL) cells of functional parameters reveals 
maintenance of phospho-signature at relapse in 4 of 5 T-ALL patients. (A) Vaevictis dimensionality reduction was applied on T-
cell acute lymphoblastic leukemia (T-ALL) cells obtained from 5 pediatric T-ALL patients at diagnosis and relapse (top row). Sig-
naling, proliferation and internal regulators (PTEN, MYC, BCL-2, p-4E-BP1, p-STAT5, p-AKT, p-p38, p-S6, p-LCK, p-CREB, p-RB, 
Ki-67, p-ERK1/2) were considered for the projection calculation. Two to 4 subsets of T-ALL cells were identified in each diagnostic 
sample. The same gating strategy was applied on the paired relapse samples. Histograms show phosphorylation of RB (middle 
row) and 4E-BP1 (bottom row) of particular subsets of T-ALL cells. The color of the histogram line corresponds with the color of 
the gate in the Vaevictis projection. The y-axis reflects the count of the cells. The redistribution of particular subsets from di-
agnosis to relapse is visualized using fish plot. The color of each subset corresponds with the color of the gate in the Vaevicts 
projection. Time points (diagnosis, relapse) are indicated on x-axis, percentage of particular cell subset is reflected on y-axis. (B) 
Heatmap represents fold change in protein phosphorylation in ex vivo IL-7 stimulated cells compared to unstimulated state, 
samples were obtained from T-ALL patients (in columns) at diagnosis (black label) or relapse (orange label). Only T-ALL cells 
from the diagnostic samples are included in the analysis. Paired diagnostic and relapse samples are connected. Heat in squares 
represents the fold change in phosphorylation of proteins listed in rows. Hierarchical clustering with Euclidean distance metrics 
and an average linkage dissects two clusters of T-ALL samples (separated with horizontal line): IL-7 responder and IL-7 non-re-
sponder. (C) Heatmap represents fold change in protein phosphorylation of PI3K pathway members in ex vivo BEZ-235 stimulated 
cells compared to unstimulated state, samples were obtained from T-ALL patients (in columns) at diagnosis (black label) or re-
lapse (orange label). Only T-ALL cells from the diagnostic samples are included in the analysis. Paired diagnostic and relapse 
samples are connected. Heat in squares represents the fold change in phosphorylation of proteins listed in rows. Hierarchical 
clustering with Euclidean distance metrics and an average linkage was used. The 2 clusters of samples (separated with horizontal 
line) were dissected manually according to Figure 4: BEZ-235 responder and BEZ-235 non-responder.
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related with drug sensitivity, and if its addition could in-
crease cell sensitivity to GC. Indeed, BEZ-235 treatment 
did not increase the cell sensitivity to prednisolone in the 
four BEZ-235 phospho-responder samples. Hall and col-
laborators60 examined the cytotoxic activity of BEZ-235 
and dexamethasone, as single agents and in combination 
in both T-ALL cell lines and primary T-ALL samples. BEZ-
235 alone did not show any significant activity, in line with 
our data. However, these authors observed a synergistic 
cytotoxic effect of BEZ-235 and dexamethasone in most 
T-ALL cell lines tested, and in primary T-ALL lymphoblast. 
Li and colleagues19 studied a large cohort of primary T-
ALL samples and demonstrated that genes involved in the 
IL7R–RAS–MAPK–AKT signaling pathway were significantly 
associated with steroid resistance and poor clinical out-
come. They subsequently evaluated the drug synergism 
between PDN and several agents including a PI3K-AKT-
mTOR inhibitor in 11 primary T-ALL samples collected at 
diagnosis and they observed an enhanced steroid re-
sponse in most samples in line with the data by Hall et 
al.60 We tested the synergism between prednisolone and 
BEZ-235 in only four patients and we did not perform any 
extended screening of the mutational state of the IL-7R 
pathway, thus our observation of the lack of additive ef-
fect of BEZ-235 and PDN activity should be taken with 
caution. 
Recently, Liu et al.22 performed an integrated genomic 
analysis of a large cohort of T-ALL patients and identified 
ten functional pathways recurrently mutated in T-ALL, in-
cluding the PI3K-AKT-mTOR and JAK-STAT pathways, in 
29% and 25% of cases, respectively. Mutual exclusivity 
was observed between the PI3K-AKT pathway and JAK-
STAT or Ras pathway alterations. Our data are in line with 
this hypothesis at least at the phospho-proteomic level 
as we found two subsets of patients with opposite re-
sponse to IL-7 and to BEZ-235.  
Notably, the signature associated with either IL-7 or BEZ-
235 responsiveness was maintained at relapse, with the 
exception of a single case in which the loss of the highly 
activated dominant clone was observed. In this regard the 
importance of the conservation of the functional domi-
nance suggests that functional studies at an early stage 
(i.e., at diagnosis) may be of relevance for treatment of re-
lapse. Therefore cases of refractory T-ALL patients war-
rant further in-depth studies. 
We are well aware that any clinical correlation of our bi-
ology-oriented study in a limited non-representative 

series of childhood T-ALL (for example no IL-7R mutated 
patients are included) should be corroborated in further 
extensive investigations, nevertheless we do believe that 
our data should be considered in view of a better under-
standing of the mechanisms of GC resistance in childhood 
T-ALL.  
In summary, we demonstrated the translational potential 
of the mass cytometry-based T-ALL profiling at the 
single-cell level. Further, our analysis allowed us to inves-
tigate the heterogeneity within a single T-ALL sample, re-
vealing a rare case of subclonal PTEN mutation28. 
Because of this advanced approach, we were able to 
identify distinct functional clusters of IL-7 and BEZ-235 
responsive T-ALL cells with different sensitivity to GC, 
which can persist at relapse. Collectively, our observations 
can contribute to a better understanding of the complex 
signaling network governing T-ALL behavior and its cor-
relation with the response to therapy. 
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